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Abstract Electrons with near-relativistic (E � 30 keV, NrR) and relativistic (E � 0.3 MeV)
energies are often observed as discrete events in the inner heliosphere following solar tran-
sient activity. Several acceleration mechanisms have been proposed for the production of
those electrons. One candidate is acceleration at MHD shocks driven by coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs) with speeds �1000 km s−1. Many NrR electron events are temporally associ-
ated only with flares while others are associated with flares as well as with CMEs or with
radio type II shock waves. Since CME onsets and associated flares are roughly simultaneous,
distinguishing the sources of electron events is a serious challenge. On a phenomenologi-
cal basis two classes of solar electron events were known several decades ago, but recent
observations have presented a more complex picture. We review early and recent observa-
tional results to deduce different electron event classes and their viable acceleration mecha-
nisms, defined broadly as shocks versus flares. The NrR and relativistic electrons are treated
separately. Topics covered are: solar electron injection delays from flare impulsive phases;
comparisons of electron intensities and spectra with flares, CMEs and accompanying solar
energetic proton (SEP) events; multiple spacecraft observations; two-phase electron events;
coronal flares; shock-associated (SA) events; electron spectral invariance; and solar electron
intensity size distributions. This evidence suggests that CME-driven shocks are statistically
the dominant acceleration mechanism of relativistic events, but most NrR electron events
result from flares. Determining the solar origin of a given NrR or relativistic electron event
remains a difficult proposition, and suggestions for future work are given.

Keywords Acceleration of particles · Interplanetary medium · Sun: particle emission ·
Sun: radio radiation · Sun: coronal mass ejections

1 Introduction

The first comprehensive picture of energetic electron production at the Sun was synthesized
by Wild et al. (1963), who combined their solar flare radio burst types I through V with X-
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ray and Hα flare observations to deduce two separate phases of electron acceleration. The
first phase was a succession of bursts, each lasting ∼1 second, of ∼100 keV electrons that
traveled upward through the corona to produce the type III radio bursts, characterized by fast
drifts to lower frequencies. In large flares energetic electrons from the first phase were Fermi
accelerated to higher (�1 GeV) energies in a second phase, which was due to traveling MHD
shocks set up by the energy release of the first phase. As the shocks propagated away from
the Sun, they were observed as slow frequency-drift type II radio bursts.

In situ observations of NrR and relativistic electron events at 1 AU supported and refined
this two-phase picture of solar electron production. Two classes of E > 40 keV electron
events were clear (Lin 1970): 1) simple NrR electron events with cutoff energies �300 keV,
produced in small flares accompanied by type III, microwave, and hard (E > 20 keV) X-ray
bursts, and 2) proton–electron or “complex” events with relativistic electrons and energetic
(E > 10 MeV) protons (SEPs), produced in large eruptive flares accompanied by type II and
IV and intense microwave and hard X-ray bursts. Simple NrR electron events were associ-
ated with optical flares in the well connected W30◦ to W90◦ longitude range, and complex
events with flares located from E30◦ to W90◦. Thus, the two classes of energetic electron
events at 1 AU were directly linked to the two phases of solar electron acceleration. Although
it was later recognized that ions could also be accelerated along with electrons in impulsive
phases (Forrest and Chupp 1983), this two-class picture for solar electron acceleration has
endured for several decades. Today we have far more extensive electron and other space
observations to test and explore this relatively simple paradigm. In the following we review
the changes or modifications to the paradigm compelled by the more recent observations. In
particular, we ask whether we still find only two phases of solar electron acceleration, and
if so, whether the first phase is limited only to NrR electrons and the second phase only to
relativistic electrons.

With advances in the capabilities of charged-particle detectors, heliospheric electron
events are now observed from the thermal solar-wind (Gosling et al. 2003) to the relativistic
(Sierks et al. 1997; Klassen et al. 2005) energy regimes (Fig. 1). The observed antisunward
flows and velocity dispersions establish that these electrons are accelerated in or near the
solar corona. Electrons and ions have long been known to be accelerated in solar flares
(Hudson and Ryan 1995). The good correlation found between 4–8 MeV γ -ray line and
E > 50 keV X-ray fluences in solar flares suggests that the ∼10 MeV ions and the ∼100 keV
electrons producing those emissions in the solar atmosphere are accelerated in a common
process (Cliver et al. 1994). A similar correlation between the 2.22 MeV neutron-capture
line and E > 300 keV X-ray flare fluences in observations with the Ramaty High-Energy
Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) (Shih et al. 2006) also indicates a common accelera-
tion mechanism for E > 30 MeV protons and E > 300 keV electrons in flares. Solar flares
are therefore obvious candidates for sources of the energetic heliospheric electron events.

The energy for electron acceleration in flares is presumed to arise in coronal flare mag-
netic reconnection (Fig. 2; Hamilton et al. 2005), which gives rise to three general candi-
date acceleration mechanisms: direct electric fields, shocks, and turbulence (Bastian et al.
1998). Problems with both shock formation and electron acceleration at shocks in coro-
nal flares (Miller et al. 1997) make shocks an unlikely choice for electron acceleration
in the flare reconnection region. Stochastic acceleration of electrons by cascading MHD
waves is considered to be a strong possibility (Miller et al. 1996, 1997; Miller 2000;
Petrosian and Liu 2004). Electric field acceleration at magnetic reconnection sites in flares is
a viable mechanism for both ions and electrons and is the subject of considerable 2-D (Litvi-
nenko 2003) and 3-D (Dalla and Browning 2005, 2006; Litvinenko 2006) analyses. Power-
law electron distributions extending to relativistic energies were found in recent simulations
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Fig. 1 A large solar NrR and relativistic electron event on 2003 October 28. To remove the effects of electron
velocity dispersion all times shown are solar release times obtained by subtracting times of flight. The top two
panels show the NrR and relativistic electron profiles from the Wind 3DP and SOHO COSTEP instruments,
respectively. The inset box shows the 3DP electron channels in real observed time. Lower panels show the
neutron monitor counting rates, the Wind WAVES and Potsdam radio emission and GOES X-ray flux profiles.
The dashed and solid vertical lines show inferred solar injection time intervals of an impulsive and gradual
electron component, respectively, with respect to the type III burst, shown by the dotted line. Other details
are given in the figure caption in Klassen et al. (2005)
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Fig. 2 Schematic showing the
coronal flare reconnection region
behind a fast CME. Electrons
may be accelerated in that
relatively confined region or in
the much larger region spanned
by the CME-driven shock, which
produces the radio type II burst.
Electrons accelerated over the
flare region are assumed to be
accelerated on relatively short
time scales and to access field
lines open to space. Reproduced
from Cliver et al. (2004)

of stressed coronal fields that produce hierarchies of stochastic current sheets (Turkmani
et al. 2006). Drake et al. (2006) have shown that electrons can undergo Fermi acceleration
within the contracting magnetic islands formed in reconnection regions, also resulting in
power-law energy distributions. We should keep in mind, however, that a search in solar
wind reconnection exhausts has found no evidence for NrR electrons (Gosling et al. 2005),
casting doubt on the feasibility of electron acceleration due directly to reconnection.

A long-standing question is how electrons, which have much smaller spatial scale sizes
than ions, can be accelerated to high energies at heliospheric shocks (Treumann and Tera-
sawa 2001). Recent work has shown that electron pitch-angle scattering at shock ripples
with small size scales (Burgess 2005) and electron cross-field transport at meandering
magnetic field lines (Giacalone 2005) allows electron acceleration at quasi-perpendicular
shocks. At quasi-parallel (Mann et al. 2001) shocks energization can proceed by mul-
tiple electron encounters with large-amplitude magnetic field fluctuations. Solar coronal
shocks are produced by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) moving at speeds v � 1000 km s−1,
sufficient to exceed the local MHD fast-mode wave speeds (Gopalswamy et al. 2001a;
Mann et al. 2003). Thus, if the heliospheric electrons are accelerated in coronal shocks,
they would be injected over the broad longitude ranges (�60◦) of the driver CMEs (Gopal-
swamy et al. 2001b). Electrons accelerated and injected in solar flares, however, would be
observed over a much narrower longitudinal range of ∼40◦ (Reames 1999), probably with
impulsive onsets and shorter durations at 1 AU following injections during flare impulsive
phases.

Acceleration of electrons to E > 2 MeV by traveling shocks has been found in the
outer (7–28 AU) heliosphere (Lopate 1989), but in that case the acceleration times can
be as long as weeks or months, with most of the acceleration occurring beyond 1 AU.
E > 2 MeV electrons were also observed from 0.3 to ∼35 AU as part of some long-
lived (�27 days) SEP superevents (Dröge et al. 1992), which were attributed to local
acceleration in merging systems of CMEs and shocks. A good example of an energetic
(E > 0.3 MeV) electron spike event at a traveling perpendicular shock was observed on
Ulysses at 1.35 AU (Simnett 2003b). Furthermore, E > 50 keV electrons produced in he-
liospheric co-rotating shocks are seen during periods of low solar activity (Roelof et al. 1997;
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Simnett 2003a). However, the role of CME shocks as a source of inner heliospheric (�1 AU)
NrR and relativistic electron events is not so clear. Here we will assume that the energetic
electrons are accelerated either in unspecified impulsive flare processes or in CME-driven
shocks, and the question is whether and how we can distinguish flare events from shock
events.

It is worthwhile to consider first the analogous acceleration problem for solar en-
ergetic (E � 1 MeV/nuc) proton and ion (SEP) events. The basic paradigm for SEP
events is that there are two classes, the impulsive and the gradual events (Reames 1999;
Slocum et al. 2003; Tylka and Lee 2006), the former produced near flaring active regions by
electric fields or wave–particle interactions (Miller et al. 1997) and the latter in MHD shocks
(Lee 2005) driven by fast (�1000 km s−1) CMEs. Our understanding of these two kinds of
ion events has evolved from studies of their very different in situ elemental abundances
and ionic charge states, which may be energy-dependent; peak intensities; solar-source lon-
gitudes; flare/CME/shock associations; and seed populations (e.g., Tylka et al. 2005). The
observations have led to increasingly sophisticated acceleration models dependent on shock
geometry and suprathermal seed populations (Tylka and Lee 2006).

The possible observational tools for distinguishing two (or more) kinds or sources of
energetic electron events, however, are limited to their in situ energy spectra, pitch-angle
distributions (PADs), intensity–time profiles, and the remotely observed solar coronal and
interplanetary emissions associated with their coronal injections. Fortunately, most electron
events are closely associated with SEP events whose coronal acceleration mechanisms are
known or suspected and likely to be common to both the ions and electrons. We review
the evidence using these tools, which suggest that CME-driven shocks have an important
role in the production of at least some heliospheric energetic electron events. Following a
dichotomy of energy ranges based on spacecraft instrumentation, we consider separately ob-
servations of the near-relativistic (NrR, E � 30 keV, β � 0.3) and relativistic (E � 0.3 MeV,
β � 0.8) electron events.

2 Diagnostics for NrR Electron Events

2.1 Solar Injection Onset Times

Although it was long accepted that NrR electrons were injected in type III radio bursts (Lin
1985), which are often signatures of the flare impulsive phase (Bastian et al. 1998), recent
observations have indicated coronal injection onsets systematically delayed by ∼10 min
from the type III bursts or other impulsive phase signatures (e.g., Haggerty et al. 2003; Klein
et al. 2005; Fig. 3). The results derive from two similar instruments, the Electron, Proton,
and Alpha Monitor (EPAM) on the ACE spacecraft, launched in 1997, and the Solid State
Telescope, Foil covered, component of the 3-D Plasma and Energetic Particles instrument
(3DP) on the Wind spacecraft, launched in 1994. EPAM covers the approximate energy
range 38 to 315 keV with 4 channels (Haggerty and Roelof 2002) and 3DP the range 25 to
500 keV with 7 channels (Ergun et al. 1998). The injection onsets were inferred from the
velocity dispersion of the 1 AU onset times, an assumed scatter-free electron propagation,
and a 1.2 AU travel distance. Kahler et al. (2007) compared inferred injection times of 80
NrR electron events observed by the 3DP detector with solar 40–800 MHz observations.
Other than the preceding type III bursts, no single kind of radio signature characterized the
inferred electron injection onset times. In many cases the inferred times matched those of
solar brightenings observed in the decametric to decimetric radio range, and this has led to
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Fig. 3 Distribution of time
delays of the inferred solar
injections of NrR electrons from
the start times of associated flare
metric type III radio bursts. The
median event delay is 14 min.
From Haggerty et al. (2003)

the interpretation of electron acceleration in coronal restructuring in the aftermath of CMEs
(Maia and Pick 2004; Klein et al. 2005).

Cane (2003) has argued that the electrons are injected during the times of the type III
bursts and that the apparent delays are the result of propagation effects after injection. Sup-
porting her argument was a correlation between the injection delay times and the ambient
solar wind densities at 1 AU. This result was also found by Kahler et al. (2007), but in ad-
dition both the densities and delay times were inversely correlated with solar wind speeds,
suggesting that injection delays increase with longer travel distances, which result from de-
creasing solar wind speeds.

The 3DP electron injection times are inferred from plots of 1 AU onset times versus c/v,
where v is the particle speed. The critical assumptions for those plots and some conflicting
SEP-event results from their use have been reviewed by Kahler and Ragot (2006). A basic
assumption is that the first-arriving particles propagate scatter-free over field-line lengths of
1.2 AU (Haggerty and Roelof 2002). Recent numerical simulations (Sáiz et al. 2005) have
shown that, in most cases, the onset times align close to a straight line as a function of c/v.
However, the estimated injection times can be in error by several minutes, and the estimated
path length can deviate greatly from the actual path length. Further, turbulent effects result
in magnetic field-line wandering to produce field-line lengths substantially longer than 1.2
AU (Ragot 2006). Thus, any insights into electron acceleration derived from comparisons
of electron injection times with solar phenomena may be compromised by spurious results
of the c/v plot technique. The inferred solar injection times may be correct as most workers
assume, or propagation effects may cause some or all times to be inferred incorrectly to be
delayed.

2.2 Solar Type II Burst/CME Shock Associations

Solar type II radio bursts in the decametric–hectometric (dh) range are produced by CME
driven shocks, usually with speeds �500 km s−1 (Gopalswamy et al. 2001a; Gopalswamy
2004). The origins of metric type II burst shocks can be CMEs, flare ejecta, or flare blast
waves (Cliver et al. 1999; Gopalswamy 2004). Flare blast waves have been proposed as
minor (Classen and Aurass 2002) or even sole (Vrs̆nak 2001) sources of metric type II bursts.
Because CME onsets are generally close in time to the flare impulsive phases, the distinction
between flare and CME drivers is difficult to observe. Recent work (Cliver et al. 2005b;
Cho et al. 2005; Shanmugaraju et al. 2006) supports the view that CME drivers are the only
metric burst sources, as they are for dh type II bursts.
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Shock acceleration of electrons can be tested by looking for associations of fast
(≥1000 km s−1) CMEs and/or solar type II radio bursts with the 1 AU electron events.
Kahler et al. (1994) did a test using E > 70 keV electron events and E > 55 keV X-rays
observed by the Venera-13 and 14 spacecraft. They reasoned that electrons accelerated in
shocks would have CME associations and be produced in high coronal regions with low
densities and weak X-ray signatures. Those produced in non-shock events, i.e., flares, would
not have CME associations and would be produced in lower coronal regions of high den-
sities and strong X-ray signatures. They found that escape efficiencies, defined as ratios of
peak electron intensities to X-ray flare fluences, were similar for the event groups with and
without CMEs, indicating that CME-driven shock contributions to NrR electron populations
were at most comparable to those of non-shock sources.

In a complementary analysis, also pointing to a limited role for shock production of NrR
electrons, Klein et al. (2003) examined two cases of type II bursts associated with large
hard X-ray flares observed at Ulysses but completely limb-occulted from Earth-orbiting
detectors. With a number of necessary assumptions, they showed that the upper limits of
E � 30 keV electrons escaping from the CME-driven shocks of the type II bursts are near
the numbers sometimes required in large electron events. Their analysis implies that sources
other than the shocks are necessary for the electrons producing long duration X-ray flares
and may be important for the interplanetary electron events.

Comparing NrR electron events with associated type II bursts, independently of the burst
and injection onset timings, Kahler et al. (2005) showed that metric and decametric type II
burst associations were found for only 37% and 17%, respectively, of the electron events.
On the other hand, they estimated that ∼67% of all metric type II bursts can be associated
with observable NrR electron events and that ∼50% of the electron events were associated
with CMEs sufficiently fast and wide to drive shocks (Gopalswamy et al. 2001b), consistent
with the statistics derived from the earlier study by Simnett et al. (2002).

Type II event times and electron injection onsets were then specifically compared by
Kahler et al. (2007) to ask whether electron injections occurred during the type II bursts
themselves. Almost half the events were associated with metric or decametric–hectometric
(dh) type II bursts, but most injections occurred before or after those bursts. Subject to
the caveat of spurious injection times (Sect. 2.1), they found that electron injection onsets
occurred during type II bursts in at most only 17 of the 80 electron events. Injection onsets
relative to CME heights occurred when CMEs were at heights of ∼1–5 R�, with a median
height of 2.4 R� (Haggerty et al. 2003).

Stronger shocks should accelerate electrons to higher energies and perhaps for longer
time periods, and this expectation is supported by the correlation found between electron
event peak intensities and CME speeds by Simnett et al. (2002) and Haggerty et al. (2003).
Their correlations appeared to improve with increasing electron energy. For peak intensities
of their 102–175 keV EPAM channel (Fig. 4) we calculate that r = 0.57. Gopalswamy et
al. (2004) found somewhat lower correlations of r ∼ 0.3–0.4 for the 3DP peak 108 keV
electron intensities versus CME speeds.

Another possible signature of electron shock acceleration is an extended (hours) time of
solar injection (see Sect. 3.1), in contrast to an impulsive rise (<1 hr) profile. Beam-like
pitch-angle distributions (PADs) at 1 AU may correspond to injection times, depending on
the electron scattering characteristics in space. Kahler et al. (2007) compared electron beam-
like PAD times with type II burst associations. Only one of their 14 short-duration (≤0.3 hr)
beam-PAD events was associated with a metric or decametric type II burst, but 13 of 16
long-duration (≥2 hr) events were associated.
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Fig. 4 Peak 102 < E < 175 keV
peak electron intensities versus
associated CME speeds, showing
a good correlation consistent
with shock acceleration of the
electrons. From Simnett et al.
(2002)

Simnett (2003a) did a similar kind of analysis based on 45 EPAM events selected for
fast rise times immediately followed by exponential decays, events most likely to signify
impulsive injections. All but 3 events were associated with type III bursts, consistent with
impulsive flare injections. Further, of the 23 events with observations from the Large An-
gle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) only 6 could be associated with CMEs with
speeds of v > 650 km s−1, leading Simnett (2003a) to conclude that CMEs were not re-
quired for electron acceleration in those impulsive events. However, CMEs were associated
with 14 of those 23 events, and we find that metric type II bursts occurred within 1 hr of 18
of the 45 event onsets, suggesting that even for selected impulsive events shock acceleration
could play an important role.

We find that most electron events have no associated shock signatures, suggesting a
large population of electron events due only to flares. When associated type II bursts and
CMEs are present, it is obviously difficult to distinguish between flare and shock sources for
those electron events. Timing criteria for the intensity profiles (Simnett 2003a) or beamed
PADs (Kahler et al. 2007) appear promising at this point for making cuts between flare and
shock sources of NrR electron events, but resolution of the injection onset delay question
(Sect. 2.1) would also be very helpful.

2.3 Solar Flare Flux Associations

Correlations of type II burst and CME parameters with those of electron events can help us
judge the likelihood of shock acceleration, but only when compared with similar correla-
tions between flare and electron event parameters. The E > 70 keV electron peak intensities
correlated well with E > 55 keV hard X-ray flare fluences in the Kahler et al. (1994) study.
We calculate that r = 0.69 for their 17 events. Gopalswamy et al. (2004) found that the
108 keV peak intensities of their electron events correlated at r ∼ 0.6 with peak soft X-ray
flare fluxes. Since their correlation with X-ray flare sizes was better than with CME speeds,
Gopalswamy et al. (2004) emphasized the flare sources rather than CME shocks for electron
acceleration.

For the peak intensities of their NrR electron events Haggerty and Roelof (2002) found
correlations of r ∼ 0.4 for microwave peak fluxes, ∼0.5 for soft X-ray peaks, and ∼0.6 for
soft X-ray fluences of associated flares. The correlations of electron intensities with CME
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speeds (Sect. 2.2; Simnett et al. 2002) were somewhat better than with flare emissions,
leading Haggerty and Roelof (2002) to dismiss the flare electromagnetic emissions as “only
loosely related” to the electron intensities and favor CME-driven shocks as the electron
sources.

Correlations between electron event parameters and those of the associated flares and
CMEs can provide at best only a rough guide or consistency check but no details of the
physical processes of electron acceleration. Larger flares producing electron events are more
likely also to have associated CMEs and type II bursts simply because the flare energetics
may scale along with the electron intensities (Kahler 1982). As one might expect, CME
speeds correlate with flare soft X-ray fluences (Moon et al. 2002) and peak fluxes (Yashiro
et al. 2005; Vrs̆nak et al. 2005) and microwave burst peak intensities (Dougherty et al. 2002).
In addition, the CME energies correlate with flare soft X-ray energies (Vrs̆nak et al. 2005).
Thus, the electron intensities, CME speeds and flare sizes all scale together statistically and
yield no guidance in determining the primary sources of the electron events. In summary,
these comparisons of NrR electron events with flare signatures, and with CMEs and type
II bursts discussed in Sect. 2.2, suggest an important role for shock acceleration, but they
indicate that perhaps most NrR electron events at 1 AU are produced in flares.

2.4 Electron Spectral Variations and CME Associations

Moses et al. (1989) compared soft X-ray flare durations with associated 0.75 keV < E

< 100 MeV electron event spectra calculated in units of number density per momentum
versus rigidity (momentum). Spectral indices above and below 2 MeV were obtained from
observations with separate instruments on ISEE 3, essentially a comparison between NrR
and relativistic spectra, for each of 55 electron events. Broken power-law spectra with steep
NrR components and flatter relativistic extensions were associated exclusively with short-
duration (≤1 hr, SDE) X-ray flares (Fig. 5). The relatively hard, single power-law spectra
were associated preferentially with long-duration (>1 hr, LDE) flares. Their results were
qualitatively consistent with an inverse correlation between the NrR electron spectral indices
and the flare X-ray decay times found by Klecker et al. (1990), but it was remarkable that
the spectral distinction was so sharply delineated at the flare duration of 1 hr. The event
spectra were later recalculated by Dröge (1996) using true instrumental response functions.
He found significant energy shifts and sometimes different spectral shapes compared with
those of Moses et al. (1989) but confirmed the basic two-class result. In addition, all spectra
showed a flattening below 0.2 MeV, confirming the double power-law shape found in the
NrR range for 9 large electron events by Lin et al. (1982).

Moses et al. (1989) preferred to interpret the two classes of electron spectra in terms
of differences in coronal heights and densities for electron acceleration. Steinacker et al.

Fig. 5 Broken power-law
spectra with steeper NrR
(E < 2 MeV) exponents γL and
flatter relativistic (E > 2 MeV)
exponents γH were associated
exclusively with short-duration
(≤1 hr, SDE) X-ray flares. The
relatively hard, single power-law
spectra were associated
preferentially with long-duration
(>1 hr, LDE) flares. From Moses
et al. (1989)
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Fig. 6 A correlation between increasing CME speeds v and harder differential-energy spectral exponents
γ of associated electron events was found by Simnett et al. (2002). The two-point spectra are flatter with
increasing CME speeds. We calculate correlation coefficients r = 0.42 and 0.46 for the top and bottom plots,
respectively, with a confidence level of >97%. From Simnett et al. (2002)

(1990) assumed only stochastic acceleration in closed loops to model the electron spectra,
with Coulomb energy losses at lower heights responsible for the broken power-law spectra
of the SDE flares. Moses et al. (1989) also allowed for the possibility of shock acceleration of
electrons in the LDEs and, by implication, two classes of electron events. CME associations
with flares generally increase with longer flare soft X-ray flux durations (Sheeley et al.
1983; Andrews 2003), so electron acceleration in CME-driven shocks would seem more
likely for the LDE flares. However, Kahler et al. (1994) found that of the 19 Moses et al.
(1989) events associated with Solwind CMEs, 9 were associated with SDE flares and 10
with LDE flares. They also calculated that the escape efficiencies (ratios of peak electron
intensities to X-ray flare fluences) were lower for the LDE than for the SDE flares and that
median electron intensities were only somewhat lower for the SDE than for the LDE events.
Since the electron events of both the Lin et al. (1982) and Moses et al. (1989) studies were
selected on the basis of significant fluxes above ∼200 keV and 10 MeV, respectively, they
all correspond to the complex events of Lin (1970), which were good candidates for shock
acceleration. We might expect the events with the broken power-law spectra to result from
additional NrR electron acceleration in the SDE flares. However, Lin et al. (1982) found a
good correlation of the E > 10 MeV proton energy spectral exponents with those of the NrR
E < 100 keV electrons, but not with those of the relativistic E > 0.2 MeV electrons.

For electron events associated with CMEs a correlation between increasing CME speed
and harder electron spectra was found by Simnett et al. (2002, Fig. 6) and confirmed by
Haggerty et al. (2003). This result is consistent with the idea that the faster CMEs drive
stronger shocks, which accelerate electrons to flatter energy spectra. However, the spectral
indices γ of those events, derived from the lowest EPAM energy channels, peak in the
range 3 ≤ γ ≤ 4, similar to the indices of short-duration (�45 min) electron events (Simnett
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2005a, 2006b) and to the EPAM events in general (D. Haggerty, priv. comm.), which show
no evidence for more than a single class of NrR electron event.

2.5 SEP Event Comparisons

Comparisons of E � 1 MeV/nucleon 3He-rich SEP events with E > 19 keV electron events
observed on the ISEE-3 spacecraft showed close associations between the two kinds of
events and with type III radio bursts (Reames et al. 1985; Reames and Lin 1985). Reames
and Lin (1985) suggested that with greater detection efficiency associated 3He-rich SEP
events would be found for all E > 19 keV electron events. Since the associations improved
with increasing energy, this also suggests good associations between NrR electron events
and 3He-rich SEP events. Recent work with the 3DP electron events confirms that ∼80% of
those events are associated with 0.02–10 MeV nucleon−1 3He-rich (3He/4He ≥0.01) events
(Wang et al. 2006). Such an association implies NrR electron acceleration along with the
3He-rich ions in flares and not in CME-driven shocks. However, a study of 11 such events
(Wang et al. 2005) showed that the ion injections were systematically delayed by ∼1 hr
relative to the electron injections and that all events were accompanied by west limb CMEs
whose origins coincided with electron injection onsets. The majority of the associated CMEs
were relatively fast and narrow. That Wang et al. (2005) result is contrary to the simple
picture of simultaneous flare acceleration of impulsive ions and NrR electrons and allows
the possibility of a shock acceleration of the NrR electrons preceding a later ion acceleration.

Power-law size distributions of electron-event peak intensities can be compared with size
distributions of peak flare fluxes and of SEP event peak intensities to determine whether the
electron distributions better match the SEP distribution, which is assumed to be a product
of shock acceleration. A detailed discussion of the distributions is deferred to Sect. 3.3,
but the recent compilation of ∼1,100 3DP events (Wang et al. 2006) yields an index γ =
1.34, similar to γ = 1.3–1.4 of E > 10 MeV SEP events, and less than the γ ∼ 1.8 of
flare distributions. The electron event size distribution is therefore more consistent with the
presumed shock acceleration of SEPs than with flare production.

A very impulsive and magnetically well connected (W58◦) GLE event observed on 2005
January 20 was accompanied by NrR electrons. Simnett (2006a) reported an 06:57 UT
electron onset, implying a solar injection delayed by ∼6 min from that of the relativistic
protons, but this was due to an unfortunate systematic EPAM timing error shown at the
EPAM web site (http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/ACE/EPAM/EPAMtime.pdf). Both the NrR and
relativistic electrons were injected within a minute of the relativistic proton injection (Diet-
rich and Tylka 2006) at ∼06:48 UT. This was coincident within ∼2 min of the maximum
of the flare impulsive phase, but it also corresponded to a time when the associated fast
(∼2500 km s−1) CME was located at 2–4 R� (Mewaldt et al. 2005; Gopalswamy et al. 2005;
Simnett 2006a). Thus, the NrR and relativistic electrons and the relativistic protons were
probably all accelerated in a common process, which is consistent with either flare (Simnett
2006a) or shock acceleration. Since the protons are generally presumed to be shock acceler-
ated and the observed ionic charge states are consistent with coronal temperatures (Labrador
et al. 2005), the NrR and relativistic electrons must also have been shock accelerated in this
unusual event.

2.6 Multiple Spacecraft Observations

Observations of NrR electron events on spacecraft with magnetic connection longitudes far
removed from associated solar flare sites are powerful arguments for injections from CME-
driven shocks. An early example was a NrR electron event on 1966 July 16 which Dodson et
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Fig. 7 A comparison of the
175–315 electron keV intensities
at ACE (×100) and at Ulysses
from 1997 September to 2000
November while Ulysses was
climbing from near the ecliptic to
heliographic latitude S80◦ . From
Simnett (2003a)

al. (1969) associated with an observed high-latitude eruptive prominence originating from
an active region near the back-side central meridian. A more recent example is that of 2001
August 16, which Cliver et al. (2005a) attributed to a halo CME from an active region at
∼W180◦.

Comparisons of NrR electron event intensities on widely separated spacecraft can yield
angular extents of events and therefore indicate a role for shocks when angular extents are
broad (�100◦). Simnett (2003a) has compared NrR electron intensities on EPAM with those
from the identical HI-SCALE instrument on the Ulysses spacecraft from 1997 to November
2000 when Ulysses was inbound from 5.4 to 2.2 AU and climbing from the ecliptic to 80◦

south heliographic latitude (Fig. 7). Despite their large latitudinal and longitudinal separa-
tions, all NrR electron events seen at Ulysses were also seen at ACE and are consistent with
NrR electron acceleration in CME-driven shocks. Most ACE events, however, do not appear
at Ulysses. This could be due either to large radial gradients of the electron intensities that
render them unobservable at Ulysses or, more likely, to the narrow source regions in solar
flares. The ACE–Ulysses comparison of NrR electrons was extended through the Ulysses
fast latitude scan (2000 November to 2001 October) by Maclennan et al. (2003). They also
observed electron events at all heliolatitudes, often with Ulysses intensity–time profiles sim-
ilar to those observed on ACE despite the significant latitudinal and radial separations of the
two spacecraft.

Specific Ulysses examples at high (>70◦) latitudes are the 5 NrR electron events ob-
served in association with 5 ICMEs shown in Fig. 8. Their associations with both gradual
E � 10 MeV SEPs and ICMEs (Lario et al. 2004) establish them as strong candidates for
shock acceleration, although the increased particle intensities inside the ICMEs is not under-
stood. Simnett (2003b) has described a remarkable NrR electron event with an onset time at
Ulysses only 6 min after the onset at ACE (Fig. 9). The deduced solar magnetic connection
longitudes of W59◦ at ACE and W192◦ at Ulysses were separated by 133◦, but the solar
injections occurred simultaneously at ∼0950 UT on 2001 May 7, in coincidence with a par-
tial halo CME with a speed of v � 600 km s−1, apparently originating behind the west limb.
A second much faster (v = 1223 km s−1) CME associated with a C4 X-ray flare at N26◦

W38◦ about 2 hr later was followed by a second sharp NrR electron increase at ACE, but
only a slight increase at Ulysses. Thereafter there is almost no match in the intensity profiles
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Fig. 8 Five SEP (top) and NrR electron (bottom) events observed during the northern polar passage of
Ulysses at solar maximum in 2001. Gray bars with numbers indicate passages of ICMEs. From Lario et al.
(2004)

Fig. 9 Comparison of
103 < E < 175 keV electron
intensities at ACE and Ulysses
from 2001 May 6 to 11. The
event onset at ∼1000 UT on May
7 (DOY 127) at ACE was only
6 min prior to that at Ulysses,
located at a solar distance of 1.35
AU. The sharp spike on May 10
accompanied a
quasi-perpendicular shock (see
Sect. 1). From Simnett (2003b)

of the NrR electrons at the two spacecraft, consistent with more localized solar injections
probably due to flare acceleration.
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2.7 Coronal Flares

A population of low-energy (E < 15 keV) solar electron events with power-law low-energy
cutoffs below 2 keV were observed (Potter et al. 1980; Lin 1985) with the ISEE-3 spacecraft.
Electron injections from low altitudes in the solar atmosphere were expected to have low-
energy cutoffs at higher energies due to Coulomb collisions in the background corona, so
those electrons were inferred to be produced in high (>0.5 R�) coronal flares (HCFs). The
electron events were also statistically poorly associated with signatures of chromospheric
flares, but all event onsets coincided with low frequency (<1 MHz) type III bursts (Potter
et al. 1980). They have been considered to be a third class of energetic electron event, dis-
tinguished from the impulsive flare and second-phase shock-accelerated events (Potter et al.
1980; Robinson and Simnett 2002; Simnett 2005b). Cliver and Kahler (1991) proposed that
they originate in current sheet reconnection in streamers.

Robinson and Simnett (2002) suggested that the electron events produced in HCFs may
extend to the NrR energy regime. They studied three small NrR electron events observed by
EPAM during very low solar activity on 1998 May 5. Those events were characterized by
antisunward anisotropies and possible weak dh type III bursts and occurred during the decay
of two previous NrR electron events on May 2 and 3 that were associated with large western
hemisphere flares and halo CMEs. However, a lack of obvious electron velocity dispersion,
the occurrence through the day of a number of small western hemisphere Hα flares, and
a possible temporal dependence on several sharp fluctuations in the solar wind speed and
magnetic field leave doubt about the origins of the three events.

In a subsequent analysis Simnett (2005b) discussed a series of 9 impulsive NrR elec-
tron events that he argued were also produced in HCFs rather than in chromospheric flares.
Each event was preceded by a dh type III radio burst, but no reported X-ray or Hα flare,
and at most only 3 of the 9 events could be associated with narrow CMEs. Simnett (2005b)
therefore proposed, as did Robinson and Simnett (2002), three solar sources of NrR elec-
trons: flares, CME-driven shocks, and the HCFs. However, those 9 NrR events may have
been associated with occulted flares in AR 10635 or 10634, on and well over the west limb,
respectively. The trend of sequentially decreasing starting frequencies in the associated dh
type III bursts is consistent with a source region rotating further over the limb. The event
energy spectral indices at peak intensities are somewhat soft, γ ∼ 4–5, but we suggest that
these events are also consistent with electron acceleration in occulted solar flares and not in
HCFs.

Observations with the 3DP detector revealed NrR electron events whose power-law spec-
tra also extended down to ∼0.5 keV (Lin et al. 1996), suggesting an HCF origin for some
NrR electron events. There are several arguments against that interpretation, however. First,
the event studied by Lin et al. (1996) was associated with a 3He-rich event believed to be
produced by hydrogen cyclotron waves, which would be ruled out by the weak magnetic
fields at high altitudes (Lin et al. 1996). Second, in a survey of the 3DP NrR electron events
after their onsets the in situ electron speed distributions parallel to the magnetic field were
rarely plateaued or unstable, even during local Langmuir wave emission (Ergun et al. 1998).
This suggests an evolution of the electron velocity distributions, perhaps through interac-
tions with oblique waves such as whistler waves or electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves
(Ergun et al. 1998), to maintain the stable distributions. Third, very low-energy (E < 2 keV)
electron events at 1 AU with observed power-law distributions extending down to at most
142 eV (Gosling et al. 2003) are well associated with metric type III bursts reaching 100
MHz, indicative of origins in high densities of ∼108 cm−3. This association is consistent
with a low-energy power law established and maintained after leaving the corona.
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In our view, HCFs constitute the weakest events in a continuum of first-phase impulsive
electron events. Their low total electron energies are matched by weak or undetectable flare
signatures. HCFs do not form a third class of electron events at or below the NrR energy
range. Lin (1985) pointed out that no clear distinction between HCF and impulsive flare
events can be made on the basis of interplanetary observations alone. Gosling et al. (2003)
argue that shock acceleration of the E < 2 keV electrons in the high corona is unlikely
to produce the low energy electron bursts. They suggest that wave interactions will affect
the electron spectra seen at 1 AU (Ergun et al. 1998), which would invalidate the original
Coulomb energy loss argument. This in turn rescues us from the proposed complexity of
electron acceleration in a single electron event occurring over a large range of coronal alti-
tudes and densities (Lin 1993; Lin et al. 1996). In that picture the most tenuous high (�1 R�)
coronal regions must be the sources of the bulk of the energy and numbers of electrons in
the power-law spectra. It is likely that all solar electron acceleration is taking place in either
flares or shocks, and that HCFs are included in the flares.

2.8 Two-Phase Electron Events—2003 October 28

If there are two or more kinds of electron acceleration and injection in solar events, we
might expect to see multi-phase profiles in large NrR electron events. The well studied 2003
October 28 NrR electron event (Fig. 1) is a good candidate. An impulsive component with
an injection delayed by 11 min from the type III burst was followed by a gradual component
with a harder spectrum (Fig. 10) and delayed by 25 min from the type III burst (Fig. 1).
Besides the low-energy (≤30 keV) electrons of the intense type III burst, Klassen et al.
(2005) note that the impulsive component injection occurred during decimetric/metric type
II and type IV bursts, so it could be attributed to either a shock or coronal magnetic field
reconfigurations. They consider that the gradual component is more likely attributable to
magnetic reconfiguration behind the shock. Alternatively, Simnett (2005a) interpreted the
impulsive component as a result of shock acceleration when the halo CME reached ∼5 R�
and the gradual component as flare electrons gradually leaking out of a magnetic trap formed
by the CME.

A challenge for the October 28 event is to understand how the electrons can be observed
at Earth from such a poorly connected (S16◦E08◦) flare region. Miroshnichenko et al. (2005)
noted that the dominant 164 MHz source during the type III bursts lay in the western hemi-
sphere, well away from AR 10486 at E08◦. They suggested that the impulsive electrons were

Fig. 10 Energy spectra of the
impulsive (diamonds) and later
gradual (pluses) phases during
the October 28 event of Fig. 1.
Power-law indices γ are given
separately for the low-energy
(≤40 keV) and high-energy
(>66 keV) ranges. From Klassen
et al. (2005)
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injected into a high-speed stream from the well connected western source region, which also
produced the earlier type III radio emission, but after the Earth moved into an ICME con-
nected to AR 10486 the gradual component electrons were injected from the flare site into
the eastern footpoint of the ICME loop at 1 AU. The most recent event analysis of Aurass et
al. (2006) attributes the impulsive electrons to flare impulsive phase acceleration in a strong
termination outflow shock (TS) located SW of AR 10486. TSs are standing fast-mode MHD
shocks that occur in the upper and lower outflows of the reconnection region behind the
CME (Fig. 2) and may produce type II-like bursts with frequency drift rates implying very
low (<100 km s−1) speeds (Aurass and Mann 2004). The gradual electron-event source is
attributed to evolution of a large current sheet overlying the postflare loop system. Aurass et
al. (2006) exclude CME-driven shocks as a significant source of energetic electrons.

Although they differed on the details, all these authors interpreted the October 28 electron
event as at least two separate electron injections from different sources and/or acceleration
mechanisms. We suggest that the impulsive component was produced in a well connected
flare region, and that the gradual electron component was produced in a CME-driven shock,
based on its hard energy spectrum and long timescale. This scenario differs significantly
from the interpretations offered above, but appears consistent with Lin’s (1985) two popu-
lations of (1) impulsive 2–100 keV events with single power-law energy spectra from small
flares and (2) long-lived E > 20 keV events from large flares with harder power-law spectra
rolling over at E ∼ 100 keV. We would attribute the group (2) to CME-driven shocks ac-
companying the large flares and group (1) to injection during the type III bursts, although
the recent interpretations of NrR electron injections invoke time delays from the type III
bursts (Sect. 2.1).

Simnett (2006b) has discussed another two-phase NrR electron event observed by EPAM
on 2004 February 4. The energy spectrum of the initial beamed pulse was relatively hard
(γ = 2.5) but softer than that (γ = 1.87) of the gradual component. The event was associ-
ated with a well connected Hα flare at W48◦ and a CME and therefore consistent with the
suggested flare/shock two-injection scenario above. A large survey of 45 of the most intense
EPAM NrR electron events (Simnett 2006b) found their spectra to be 1 � γ � 3, much
harder than the 2.5 � γ � 5.5 range of 96 pulsed events. The intense events were clearly
distinguished from the pulsed events by their higher peak intensities, harder spectra, and
longer timescales. Simnett (2006b) preferred to associate the intense events with flares and
the pulsed events with CMEs, but as discussed above, we prefer the reverse association. We
note that 8 of the 45 intense events were associated with eastern hemisphere flares and 33 of
43 events were associated with fast (v > 1000 km s−1) CMEs, which is consistent with event
sources in broad CME-driven shocks. A more detailed survey of NrR electron event spectra,
intensities, timescales and source regions would be useful for a definitive understanding of
the two NrR electron populations.

2.9 Shock-Associated (SA) Events

In Sect. 1, we described the type III and type II radio bursts as signatures of impulsive flare
and shock electron acceleration, respectively. With the shocks lasting longer and usually
beginning only after flare impulsive phases, we might expect little observational confusion
or overlap between the two phenomena. The two flare phases were joined, however, in a
controversy, still not settled, over shock-associated (SA) events. These are a class of fast-
drift hectometric (<2 MHz) events with high intensities and long durations that Cane et al.
(1981) and Cane and Stone (1984) reported and interpreted as the merging of low-frequency
extensions not of metric type III or microwave bursts but of the herringbone structure of type
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II bursts (Fig. 11). The energies of the electrons producing the herringbone and SA events
are below the NrR energy range, but the SA events could provide an important signature of
the location and duration of shock acceleration of NrR electrons.

The first ensuing controversy about SA (originally termed shock-accelerated to indicate
a direct physical connection) events is whether they arise from electrons accelerated in type
II burst shocks or are due to impulsive or gradual coronal flare electron acceleration. Sta-
tistical studies starting with metric type II bursts (Kahler et al. 1989) and with SA events
(MacDowall et al. 1987; Kundu et al. 1990) established only a loose association between
the two phenomena. In particular, early components of SA events are generally associated
with microwave or type III bursts, leaving only later components possibly associated with
type II bursts (MacDowall et al. 1987; Kundu et al. 1990). Klein (1992) and Reiner et al.
(2000) compared some SA time profiles with those of associated flare metric and decimetric
emission, respectively, and concluded that the SA event electrons escape from coronal flares
below any associated type II burst shocks.

A refinement of the SA concept moved the controversy in a new direction. Based on
a study of 15 type II bursts with nearly complete frequency coverage from 2 GHz to
<0.1 MHz Dulk et al. (2000) defined a class of SA (now shock-accelerated) type III bursts,
which emanate from type II bursts. They are distinct from the type II herringbone bursts,
which have lower beam velocities than type III bursts (Mann and Klassen 2002; 2005). In
some cases normal type III bursts appear early, followed by the SA type III bursts, which
are defined as having starting frequencies at or less than the simultaneous type II burst fre-
quencies. With this more restrictive definition of an SA event Dulk et al. (2000) concluded

Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of
SA events, shown as the shaded
region in the hectometric
wavelength range of the
radiospectrogram. The SA event
is presumed to consist of many
merged fast-drift bursts extending
from the backbone of the type II
burst where the electrons are
accelerated in the shock. The
type II burst may extend into the
hectometric range with a separate
slow-drift profile. The previous
∼2–20 MHz data gap has since
been filled by the Wind/WAVES
radio experiment. SA events were
subsequently redefined as SA
type III bursts and type III-l
bursts. In many cases a metric
type III burst preceding the type
II burst will also extend into the
hectometric range, but those
bursts are not considered to be
SA events. Crucial for the
interpretation of the origin of the
SA event/SA type III burst/type
III-l burst is whether the starting
frequencies of the SA events are
at (as shown here) or higher (i.e.,
shorter wavelength) than the type
II backbone. From Cane et al.
(1981)
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that the electrons responsible for SA type III bursts originate in type II shocks and there-
fore challenged the interpretation of Reiner et al. (2000) and others that all components of
SA events can be attributed to flare electrons exclusive of the type II shocks. Aurass et al.
(2002) later countered the Dulk et al. (2000) conclusion by suggesting that the interaction
of a shock with a streamer could lead to an SA type III burst electron beam not directly due
to shock acceleration.

In a study of 123 E > 20 MeV SEP events Cane et al. (2002) found that all were preceded
by hectometric type III radio bursts, most of which lasted longer than typical type III bursts
(∼20 min versus ∼5 min) and extended into the times of associated type II bursts. On
this basis they introduced the term type III-l bursts to replace the previous term, SA events.
Whether the type III-l burst electrons were shock-accelerated came down to whether the type
III-l bursts began at the simultaneous type II shock burst frequencies or at higher frequencies
characteristic of the underlying flares. A detailed examination of 8 radio spectra showed
that the type III-l bursts did not originate in type II bursts. Cane et al. (2002) criticized the
contradictory Dulk et al. (2000) finding of SA type III bursts originating in type II bursts
on the grounds that the Dulk et al. (2000) observations were limited in dynamic range and
frequency range. They claimed that many type III bursts occurring later during type II bursts
are not reported by observers and that some type II burst features appear to be composed of
type III bursts of limited frequencies.

Type III-l bursts were qualitatively described by Cane et al. (2002) as being long and in-
tense with a complex profile and occurring more than 10 min after the flare start. MacDowall
et al. (2003) deduced a qualitative type III-l burst criterion based on hectometric intensity,
duration, and complexity that selected for association about 80% of large E > 10 MeV SEP
events but excluded almost all candidate non-SEP control events. That work, however, did
not bear on the question of possible shock production of the type III-l burst electrons.

A possible connection between SA type III bursts and NrR electron events was raised
in a study by Klassen et al. (2002) of four electron events with type II bursts. Contrary to
the Cane et al. (2002) result, they found that the SA type III bursts originated in the type
II burst backbones. In all events the inferred NrR electron injections followed SA type III
bursts by >10 min, so two electron populations were presumed, the first being the low-
energy (<30 keV) SA type III electrons and the second the NrR electrons. If we assume that
the delay times of NrR electrons are incorrect (Sect. 2.1), then there may be NrR electron
injections during the SA type III bursts. The NrR electrons would then be directly connected
to shock acceleration during type II bursts. Mann et al. (2001) assumed a mirror acceleration
of electrons at a parallel shock and achieved good agreement with the observed spectrum
of a NrR and relativistic electron event in 1996. Crucial to their interpretation was that the
preceding SA type III bursts appeared only at frequencies lower than those of the type II
burst. It should be clear that the link from the NrR electrons to type III-l bursts (a.k.a. type
III SA bursts) to acceleration in type II burst shocks is far from resolved.

3 Diagnostics for Relativistic Electron Events

3.1 Electron Timing Comparisons with CMEs and Flares

The first comparisons of relativistic electron onsets with flare hard X-ray or microwave
emission from magnetically well connected flares established that electron injections began
within ±1 min of the flare hard X-ray bursts (Bieber et al. 1980; Neustock et al. 1985;
Kane et al. 1985). Time–intensity observations of the E > 0.3 MeV solar electron events
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from the Helios-1 and 2 spacecraft showed that those electron injections were simultaneous
with the onsets of the flare hard X-ray and microwave impulsive phases (Fig. 12) (Kallenrode
and Wibberenz 1991; Kunow et al. 1991). In a statistical analysis of 27 electron events with
∼15-min time resolution and Helios within 0.5 AU of the Sun, Kallenrode and Svestka
(1994) found good agreement between onsets of solar type III bursts and inferred onsets
of electron injections. Kane et al. (1985) analyzed an ISEE-3 electron event from a well
connected flare on 1982 August 14 and also found that the injection onset occurred during
the flare impulsive phase, about 5 min too early to be injected from the observed type II
burst shock. Although the intensity profile showed no evidence of a second injection, the
strong antisun anisotropy lasted ∼1 hr, consistent with extended shock injection.

Observations at large longitude separations from solar source regions have given good
evidence of shock acceleration for relativistic electrons. Early observations by Datlowe
(1971) of E > 12 MeV electron events on the OGO-V spacecraft following solar flares
showed longitude-dependent rise times to intensity maxima similar to those of the associ-
ated E ∼ 100 MeV SEP events (Fig. 13). In the era before the discovery of CMEs (Gosling
et al. 1974) he interpreted the longitude dependence in terms of anisotropic diffusion, but
today we recognize a CME shock (Reames 1999) as the source of the proton and electron
longitude dependence.

A series of studies of E > 0.3 MeV electron events observed on the Helios-1 and 2,
ISEE-3, Venera-13 and 14, and Phobos-2 spacecraft and associated CMEs observed by
the Solwind and SMM coronagraphs were carried out by V. Stolpovskii and colleagues.
Each study involved at least 50 electron events observed in the inner heliospheric range of
0.3 < r < 1 AU. Electron intensities and times were normalized to 1 AU conditions for sta-
tistical comparisons with solar X-ray flares and CMEs (Stolpovskii et al. 1995). Selecting
53 electron events associated with both flares and CMEs, Stolpovskii et al. (1997) found that
delays of inferred electron injections from solar flare onsets increased substantially outside a
longitudinal magnetic footpoint separation range of ±30◦ (Fig. 14). They modeled the elec-

Fig. 12 Time–intensity
observations of the E > 0.3 MeV
solar electron events from the
Helios-1 and 2 spacecraft showed
that those electron injections
were simultaneous with the
onsets of the flare hard X-ray and
microwave impulsive phases.
From Kallenrode and Wibberenz
(1991)
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Fig. 13 Times to maximum intensity versus solar flare longitudes for E ∼ 100 MeV protons (left) and
E > 15 MeV electrons (right). From Datlowe (1971)

Fig. 14 Delays �t of the solar
injection times of E > 0.3 MeV
electrons from the start times of
53 associated flares with
accompanying CMEs as a
function of the longitudinal
magnetic footpoint separations φ.
Symbols distinguish among
different spacecraft and between
impulsive and gradual flares.
Delays increased substantially
outside a range of ±30◦ for
electron events observed on the
Helios and other spacecraft.
From Stolpovskii et al. (1997)

tron injection onsets at the times when shocks, propagating away from the flare sites at the
observed CME speeds, intersected the magnetic field line connected to the spacecraft. The
correlation coefficient between calculated and observed injection delay times was r ∼ 0.8
for 64 cases, indicating excellent agreement with the model. Their observational results ap-
pear consistent with the earlier results of Cliver et al. (1995), who plotted times from solar
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flare maxima to electron onsets at spacecraft for extreme longitudinal separations of ≥110◦

between the spacecraft and solar flares. Those times ranged from <1 hr to >10 hr.
A shock is expected to populate a given field line with energetic particles as it propagates

antisunward along the field line. If the electron production and injection time is longer for
faster CME-driven shocks as is assumed for SEPs (e.g., Rice et al. 2003), then the times to
reach particle intensity maxima at the observer might also be expected to be longer from
faster CMEs and certainly longer than from impulsive injections in solar flares. The electron
intensity times to maxima, measured from event onsets to peak intensities and corrected for
magnetic angular separation from the associated flare (Schellert et al. 1985), were correlated
with associated CME speeds with r ∼ 0.7 for over 50 events in the reports of Stolpovskii et
al. (1997, 1998), consistent with shock sources.

Wibberenz and Cane (2006) selected 19 electron events with short durations and good
associations with SDE flares and type III bursts to examine their timing and spatial proper-
ties. Each event had to be observed on three spacecraft and have a low e/p ratio indicative
of impulsive events, although 10 of the events also had associated type II bursts, suggesting
possible shock involvement. They found that the intensity times to maxima were indepen-
dent of the magnetic longitudinal separations from the associated flares, perhaps consistent
with impulsive injections over the event cones of emission.

3.2 Electron Intensity Comparisons with CMEs and Flares

A good statistical connection between 0.2–2 MeV electron events and type III bursts was
found by Cane and Reames (1990). They selected electron events associated with strong
type III bursts accompanied by type V bursts and found no associated type II bursts for 29
of their 78 electron events, indicating a minimal role for shock acceleration. They suggested
that E > 0.2 MeV electrons should be detected from all sufficiently intense (>M1) and well
connected flares with strong type III/V radio bursts. These studies indicated an important
if not dominant role for the flare impulsive phase as the source of relativistic electrons. For
electron events observed with Helios spacecraft within 0.5 AU Hucke et al. (1992) found that
the electron intensities were not systematically higher when type II bursts were associated
with the flares, suggesting minimal shock contribution to the electron intensities, but they
examined only electron peak intensities and not the event profiles. Profiles of all 5 electron
events of the Kallenrode and Wibberenz (1991) study (Sect. 3.1) were double injections, the
second of which occurred during second increases of electromagnetic flare emissions and
were characterized by harder spectra than the first injections.

Stolpovskii et al. (1998) found that normalized electron peak intensities of E > 0.3 MeV
events correlated with peak soft X-ray flare fluxes at about the same level (r ∼ 0.5) as they
did with the associated CME speeds (Sect. 3.1). A similar earlier study of E > 0.3 MeV
electron events had found a good correlation of r ∼ 0.8 between the electron peak intensities
and the peak solar X-ray flare fluxes for 57 events, with no difference between impulsive and
gradual X-ray flares (Stolpovskii et al. 1995). Thus, while the timing characteristics of the
electron events support shock injections, the correlations of electron intensities and flare
X-ray fluxes are consistent with flare sources.

Solar E > 0.3 MeV continuum γ -ray intensities provide a better measure of the flare
impulsive phase than do soft X-ray intensities. Klecker et al. (1990) compared peak E >

0.3 MeV electron intensities with the calculated number of solar electrons required in a
thick-target model to produce the γ -ray fluences for 33 events. They found the ratios of
γ -ray electrons to interplanetary electrons to range from ∼2 to 200. If the interplanetary
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electrons were produced in the flare impulsive phases, then only a small and highly variable
fraction of such electrons were escaping.

There are at least two good cases of electron events, on 1981 December 5 (Kahler et al.
1986) and on 1994 April 14 (Veselovsky et al. 1997; Kahler et al. 1998), with associated
CMEs but no active region flare involvement. Both electron events were accompanied by
E � 40 MeV SEP events. In neither case was any impulsive flaring activity observed, and
although type II bursts were not observed, coronal shock acceleration was considered to be
the only reasonable source of the electron event.

3.3 Electron Spectral Variations

Energy spectra of the inner heliospheric electron events were measured in the 0.2 to 3 MeV
range and compared for events with and without associated CMEs (Stolpovskii et al. 2001).
The FWHM values of the distribution of the integral energy spectral exponent γ were 3.0
and 3.8 for non-CME associated events, and somewhat smaller (harder), 2.2 and 3.4, for
those events with CMEs. A clear correlation of harder spectra with faster CMEs was ob-
tained, as shown in Fig. 15. This effect was interpreted as a weakening shock efficiency
with decreasing CME speed. In addition, when the angular displacement of the spacecraft
magnetic footpoint from the flare site, φ, was less than half the CME angular width ψ ,
suggesting good connection to the shock, the correlation was much tighter (r ∼ 0.8) and the
spectra were harder (bottom panel of Fig. 15) than for all events. The best fit for those events
was γ ∼ v−0.5.

Invariant spectra in an ion event occur when all ion species show a spatial invariance
in their particular intensities and a single decay time is common to all ions (Reames et al.

Fig. 15 The exponent γ of the integral power law energy distribution versus associated CME speed V . Top:
those events for which the separation longitude φ < ψ/2, where ψ is the CME angular width measured in
coronagraphs. Bottom: All events. From Stolpovskii et al. (2001)
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Fig. 16 Top: Time–intensity
proton profiles in the 16 February
1979 (DOY 47) SEP event.
Helios-1 energies are 4–13 MeV
(diamonds) and 13–27 MeV
(crosses). The respective
Helios-2 data are open and filled
squares. Bottom: Helios-1
electron energies are
0.3–0.8 MeV (crosses) and
0.8–2.0 MeV (circles). The
respective Helios-2 data are
upright and inverted triangles.
The passage of the first shock at
Helios-2 (gray vertical line, H2)
brings the Helios-2 intensities
into the spectral invariant mode
along with those of Helios-1.
A second impulsive electron
event is also observed at both
spacecraft late on DOY 49. From
Daibog et al. (2003)

1997). The particles are assumed to be quasi-trapped behind the accelerating shock in an ex-
panding bottle and to lose energy by adiabatic deceleration. Particles originating at the west-
ern flank of the shock are assumed to be produced in a dynamic quasi-perpendicular shock
and have harder spectra (Reames et al. 1997). Invariant spectra were also found by Daibog
et al. (2000, 2003) in 17 of 20 E > 0.3 MeV and E > 0.8 MeV electron enhancements ob-
served simultaneously on Helios-1 and 2 (Fig. 16). Advanced (delayed) onsets of invariance
relative to the shock arrivals for spacecraft locations on the eastern (western) flanks of the
shocks (Daibog et al. 2003) were similar to those observed for the ions (Fig. 16). While the
electrons could be participating in the spectral invariance without an origin in shock acceler-
ation, this similar behavior of electrons and ions strongly suggests that both have a common
origin in shocks.

Perhaps more surprising than the invariant spectra is the close agreement of the shapes
of the peak energy spectra of events observed on multiple spacecraft with connecting field
lines sometimes separated by more than 100◦ (Dröge 1996). If we assume injections from
confined flares, then the electron escape and azimuthal propagation must have little influence
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on the spectral shapes (Dröge 1996). If electrons are injected from CME-driven shocks,
then the electron injection profiles must be very uniform over the large angular extents. The
interpretation in either case provides a serious challenge to our understanding of electron
transport.

Flare sources for electrons could be supported by correlations between electron spectra
and the inferred spectra of associated flare electrons producing impulsive flare radiation.
Dröge (1996) reported a poor correlation between observed and calculated γ -ray spectra
when a thick-target model was assumed and a full contribution for the electron spectrum up
to 10 MeV was used. By assuming that only the steeper lower-energy (0.2 to 5 MeV) com-
ponents of the observed SDE and LDE electron spectra (Moses et al. 1989) were responsible
for the 0.3 to 1 MeV γ -ray continua, he found that all γ -ray spectral indices lay in the pre-
dicted region between thick and thin target models. Further, the LDE spectra were closer to
the thin-target model and the SDE spectra to the thick-target model. Dröge (1996) proposed
an acceleration model in which a single stage mechanism, such as a shock, produces the
lower-energy component of the SDE electrons and the single power-law of the LDE elec-
trons. However, an additional mechanism is needed to produce the high-energy component
of the SDE electrons and it is not obvious why the SDE and LDE event exponents should
separate toward the thick-target and thin-target fits, respectively.

3.4 Intensity and Timing Comparisons with SEPs

As with the invariant spectra, we can compare properties of electron events with those of
associated SEP events whose acceleration processes we think we know. Sufficient event
similarities could indicate that both ions and electrons are accelerated in the same process.
Kallenrode et al. (1992) compared 0.5 MeV electron and 10 MeV proton events for im-
pulsive (SDE) and gradual (LDE) associated X-ray flares and found the events with SDE
flares to be characterized by smaller particle intensities, higher e/p values, smaller (±50◦
versus ±120◦) cones of emission, and comparable metric type II burst associations. Repeat-
ing their work for 19 electron events with SDE flares, Wibberenz and Cane (2006) found
the cone of emission to extend somewhat farther, to ±80◦. Fitting a Gaussian profile to the
multi-spacecraft intensity peaks yielded a standard deviation of σ = 30◦ in longitude.

E > 0.5 MeV electron intensities measured by the EPHIN instrument on SOHO (Sierks
et al. 1997) and peak intensities of the associated GOES E > 10 MeV protons for impulsive
(Reames and Ng 2004) and gradual SEP events were recently compared by Cliver and Ling
(2006). The impulsive SEP event sources were predominately confined to the longitude
range W20◦–W90◦. Figure 17 (Cliver and Ling 2006) shows that e/p is highly variable for
the impulsive events, but less so for the large well connected gradual events (top) and for the
poorly connected gradual events (bottom). The gradual SEP events were also distinguished
by their much higher (∼90% versus ∼20%) associations with dh type II radio bursts and
by harder relativistic electron energy spectra than those of the impulsive events. Since the
gradual SEPs are assumed to be produced in shocks (Reames 1999), the narrow range of
e/p and broad range of source longitudes suggest that the E > 0.5 MeV electrons in those
events are also produced in shocks along with the ions. In contrast, the large range of e/p
for the impulsive events suggests that the relativistic electrons in those events are produced
separately from the ions and probably not in shocks.

Assuming that gradual SEP events are produced in shocks, similarities in intensity–time
profiles between relativistic electrons and SEPs can provide an argument for shock origins
of the electron events. Such a comparison of relativistic electrons with large gradual E >

20 MeV SEP events observed on the Ulysses mission (Sanderson et al. 2003; Sanderson
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Fig. 17 Top: plot of peak 0.5
MeV electron intensities versus
peak E > 10 MeV proton
intensities for well connected
SEP events for 1997–2004.
A least-squares fit is shown for
logs of proton intensities >0.5.
Bottom: same as top panel, but
for poorly connected
(E40◦–W19◦ and
W91◦–W150◦) SEP events.
Least-squares fit covers the entire
intensity range. From Cliver and
Ling (2006)

2005) clearly shows (Fig. 18) electron events associated with the gradual SEP events for
several different radial distances and heliographic latitudes of Ulysses.

A better case for electron shock acceleration would be made by showing that their solar
injection profiles extend well beyond the flare impulsive phase, as is probably the case for
the GeV ions of ground-level events (GLEs). For example, Bieber et al. (2005) modeled a
�1-hr injection profile (∼1115 to 1215 UT) for GeV protons of the 2003 October 28 GLE
event (Fig. 1), which might match that for the gradual second electron component. Early
examples of extended (�1 hr) electron injection are the events of 1976 March 28 (Bieber et
al. 1980) and the 1982 August 14 electron event during a type II burst (Sect. 3.2; Kane et al.
1985). However, more direct comparisons of GeV proton and relativistic electron injections
are needed to establish a common acceleration for the two populations.

Hudson (1978) compared statistical event size distributions of flare and SEP peak in-
tensities to determine how SEP production might scale with flare energies. The expo-
nents of the differential power-law distributions dN/dI ∼ I−γ for flare X-ray and ra-
dio burst peaks available at that time, γ ∼ 1.8, have been confirmed by later studies
(Crosby et al. 1993, 1998; Bromund et al. 1995; Wheatland 2000; Nita et al. 2002;
Su et al. 2006). The smaller exponent of the differential power-law distribution of peak
intensities of 40–MeV SEP events, γ = 1.15 (van Hollebeke et al. 1975), has similarly been
found for other SEP energies. The best fits are γ ∼ 1.3–1.4 for E > 10 MeV and E > 100
MeV events of all longitude source regions (Miroshnichenko et al. 2001; Kahler 2001a;
Belov et al. 2005) and γ ∼ 1.15 for magnetically well connected events (Cliver et al. 1991).
Hudson (1978) concluded that proportionally greater proton production took place in more
energetic flares, but our point of view is that the two different size distributions may serve
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Fig. 19 Size distributions of IMP-8 peak intensities of 24 < E < 43 MeV proton events (left) and
E > 3 MeV electron events (right). From Cliver et al. (1991)

to distinguish the presumed shock acceleration of the SEP events (Cliver et al. 1991) from
flare acceleration processes.

We now ask whether recent work on electron peak intensity distributions shows better
matches to the SEP distributions than to the flare burst distributions. For well connected
E > 3 MeV electron events γ = 1.3–1.4 (Fig. 19; Cliver et al. 1991), steeper than 1.15 for
the well connected SEP events, but still lower than ∼1.8 for the flare electromagnetic distri-
butions. Thus the electron event size distribution clearly lies closer to the SEP distributions
than to the impulsive flare distributions, so if these distribution differences are indicative
of the acceleration processes, then the SEP mechanism of shock acceleration would also
be favored over a flare source for the electron events. For flare peak soft X-ray fluxes a
further distinction has been found between the power-law size distributions of flares with
(γ = 1.98) and without (γ = 2.52) associated CMEs (Yashiro et al. 2006). Those γ values
are larger than the ones cited above, but still suggest that more energetic flares, i.e., those
with CMEs and energetic particles, are somehow different from the lesser energetic flares
and are manifested by flatter size distributions. A similar comparison relating impulsive
microwave or hard X-ray fluxes to CMEs might be a better discriminator of the electron
acceleration process than are the soft X-ray fluxes. A comparison of both SEP and electron
size distributions with CME characteristic distributions (Kahler 2001b), such as their speeds
or widths, might also prove useful. However, the CME speeds are best fitted with log-normal
distributions (Yurchyshyn et al. 2005), in contrast to the power-law fits of flare parameters.

4 Summary

We have reviewed recent work on NrR and relativistic solar electron events at 1 AU to look
for evidence of shock acceleration of electrons. For both the NrR (Kahler et al. 2005) and
relativistic (Stolpovskii et al. 2001) electron events we have convincing individual cases that
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seem to result solely from flares in the absence of either type II bursts or fast CMEs. Also,
most NrR electron events are not associated with m/dh type II bursts (Kahler et al. 2005).
Those events are therefore unlikely to be produced in coronal shocks. In other events CME-
driven coronal shocks appear to be the only reasonable possibility based on the similarity of
their intensity-time profiles to those of SEP events and on the extended longitudinal ranges
of injection.

Although electron injection from magnetic restructuring after CMEs cannot be ruled out
(Sect. 3.1), all solar electron events appear to belong to only two source classes, accelerated
either impulsively in solar flares or over longer time scales and larger longitudinal ranges
in coronal shocks. The first class includes HCFs, as discussed in Sect. 2.8. This two-class
distinction mirrors that of the SEPs (e.g., Tylka and Lee 2006). The primary change from the
concept originally proposed by Wild et al. (1963) and Lin (1970) is to extend the impulsive
phase energy range to relativistic electrons and to associate some NrR electron events with
coronal shocks. The earlier separation of solar classes by energy range no longer holds.
However, several decades of observations have not yielded the tools or criteria to make the
straightforward class identifications of all 1 AU electron events that we can usually do with
SEP events.

There are several approaches that will be helpful in resolving the solar sources of NrR
and relativistic electron events. Foremost is the injection timing problem of the NrR electron
events (Sect. 2.1); the solar injection times must be correctly inferred before we can com-
pare them with solar event phenomena. Flare impulsive phases are often separated by only
minutes from associated CMEs and type II bursts (Leblanc et al. 2001), so the injection tim-
ings are a critical tool for associating electron populations with either flares or CME shocks.
In addition, comparisons of the energy spectra of the flare microwave and X-ray-producing
electrons with those of the interplanetary electrons using microwave and RHESSI observa-
tions should prove valuable (e.g., Christe et al. 2005). Such direct comparisons between the
two populations have rarely been made (e.g., Pan et al. 1984) and would involve modeling
spectral changes during the electron escape process. There is some indication that flare elec-
trons have softer energy spectra than the shock-accelerated electrons, but that is not clear,
generally because the NrR and relativistic electron spectra are not yet well characterized.
Finally, we should expect to find more electron events with double-phased intensity-time
profiles, reflecting separate flare and shock injections. Events such as that of October 28
appear to be rare cases, suggesting that only a single source, flare or shock, is dominant for
the great majority of electron events.
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